
Sun	in	Gemini/Moon	in	Aries:	
	

Reckless	Abandon 

 
When something comes your way, you discern an opportunity or benefit and grasp it. 
You enjoy multitasking because your mind is always in a spin and you do not like 
being idle. Most people would be exhausted just relaxing in your fashion. Your 
personality demands stimulation and exploration and you are drawn to it. It is not 
beyond you to stir up some trouble if things are not hectic enough for you. Your world 
is an endless source of things you are terrifically interested in, but you put yourself 
first. An excitable, savvy and nervous person is what you find in a Gemini.  Energy is 
what the Aries mixes in along with, quick thinking, and a combative spirit. Organized 
confusion is the result of the combination. Gemini-Aries people are great at acquiring 
information fast, but they frequently forget about it just as fast. Your memory is not the 
best although you are intelligent and insightful. Maybe this is why you have a behavior 
pattern that is repetitious, repeating the same things again and again. Gemini-Aries 
main assets are good comprehension, versatility, and speed. Getting what you want is 
a priority and you expect double payment for what you give. For some reason you find 
yourself in nerve wracking situations and this is hard for an excitable person like you. 
Social activities and athletics are outlets for your skittish personality. Even big 
decisions like marriage or your future are usually done quickly by you because of your 
speedy thought process. Disaster can frequently result with your speedy decision-
making. When you are asked to listen to a viewpoint not your own, you generally are 
not interested. You are, however, well-spoken and passionate about your own ideas, 
which, by the way, change frequently. Instant satisfaction and impulse do not always 
work and you need to learn this. Patience would help a lot in getting what you desire. 
It would also be good to limit your numerous interests and activities to a reasonable 
extent. The communication profession is a good choice or even being a detective or 
critic is also possible because of your excellent perception. You come up with original 
solutions and this makes you a good problem solver. A big issue is your ability to cope 
with stress. 
  


